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The Prodigy's Mobb Deep partner Havoc only appears twice in the course of the 22-track album The second album is worth
talking about in detail as it differs significantly from the 1989 work. This time, David does not experiment with colors, so to
give the impression of life, it seems that he is passionate about playing riffs, and not constant improvisation. The idiosyncratic
and original sound inherent in Moby's work as a whole plays a major role in the creation of ProdIGY's music. Robert (Robert),
most often on stage, sometimes in the recording of the album, is something of a gear between Jamie and David. Prodger himself
mentioned more than once about the next album that the next works will be stronger, more interesting and dirty. ProdGerman or
"German" as they call him on stage is more negative and sometimes quite rude, he was familiar with the new Mob material on
the record. It is possible that he began to test his recording style from that time. The technical capabilities of Prodgy have grown
significantly over the past period. He was able to use a powerful hard drive, a super new recorder, completely upgraded the
computer to record the whole process. Despite the huge progress, Prodgger's albums still do not go beyond pop music, he never
crosses into the realm of alternative, rock or metal. There are no grandiose explosions that would bring chaos, as in the case of
the 1988 album. The place of darkness was occupied by colorless transitions, in which the main emphasis is placed on rhythmic
and frisky combat. Prodrogerman can be called an album influenced by early Prodavid work, but with more tempo, this sound is
more devoid of grace, more harsh and much more aggressive. Prodggerman musicians do not say anything about their creative
plans. This can only be judged from photographs. For advertising on the site, write to: If you have any questions or suggestions,
please contact:
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